Recent theory proposes that the brain, when confronted with several action possibilities, prepares multiple competing movements before deciding among them. Psychophysical supporting evidence for this idea comes from the observation that when reaching towards multiple potential targets, the initial movement is directed towards the average location of the targets, consistent with multiple prepared reaches being executed simultaneously. However, reach planning involves far more than specifying movement direction; it requires the specification of a sensorimotor control policy that sets feedback gains shaping how the motor system responds to errors induced by noise or external perturbations. Here we found that, when a subject is reaching towards multiple potential targets, the feedback gain corresponds to an average of the gains specified when reaching to each target presented alone. Our findings provide evidence that the brain, when presented with multiple action options, computes multiple competing sensorimotor control policies in parallel before implementing one of them.
a r t I C l e S
In natural environments, we are often faced with a multitude of action possibilities. In such situations, it has been suggested that the brain prepares, in parallel, multiple potential movements before deciding between and implementing one of them 1, 2 . This compelling idea-referred to as the affordance competition hypothesis 3 -receives empirical support from neurophysiological investigations in sensorimotor areas of the brain showing the parallel encoding of multiple potential reach, grasp and saccade targets before an animal decides between, and then makes a corresponding movement toward, one of these targets 1, 4, 5 . Psychophysical support for this framework has come from spatial averaging behavior, whereby individuals, when required to launch a reach or saccadic eye movement before knowing which of several potential targets will be selected (that is, go-before-you-know), are found to aim their initial movements toward the midpoint of the target distribution, consistent with an averaging of the multiple competing movement directions [6] [7] [8] . Recent evidence has further indicated that, in addition to movement direction, the reach paths 9 and hand orientations 10 required to contact the multiple competing targets may also be averaged. Taken together, the available neural and behavioral evidence suggests that the brain, when presented with multiple available actions, directly maps, in parallel, each of the competing options into associated motor variables.
Although basic movement-related variables such as direction, path and orientation can provide a useful characterization of some aspects of motor planning, it constitutes only a fraction of the actual parameterizations required for skilled behavior. A major component of any fully elaborated movement plan is the specification of a sensorimotor control policy, which refers to the setting of feedback gains that determine how the movement evolves as a function of the state of the motor system and how the motor system handles errors that can occur as a result of noise or external perturbations [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Indeed, according to several contemporary models of motor control, the initial movement trajectory is not explicitly planned, but rather emerges from the specification of a movement goal and feedback gains 16 . Feedback gains have been shown to be flexibly adapted in accordance with the features of the task and environment [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and, according to the theory of optimal feedback control (OFC), are governed by a policy of minimum intervention, whereby the sensorimotor system responds strongly to errors that endanger the goal(s) of the task, but less vigorously to those that do not 13, 14, 22 . Consistent with the predictions of the OFC framework, feedback gains, in response to either mechanical or visual perturbations, are heightened when reaching toward a narrower compared with a wider target 23, 24 and can be rapidly updated (~100 ms), within a single movement, on the basis of a change in task parameters (for example, when the target jumps to a new location) 25 .
Given the clear importance of sensorimotor control policies in movement planning and control, the affordance competition hypothesis might predict that feedback gains should be specified for each of the alternative movement plans formed for each potential reach target. If so, then just as the initial movement trajectory in go-before-you-know tasks may reflect an average of the reach directions to the potential targets, the feedback gains should also reflect an average of the gains specified for each potential target. By measuring participants' feedback gains while they performed reaches toward multiple potential targets, we tested this prediction of the parallel encoding framework.
In our task, participants performed target-directed reaches toward two competing, superimposed targets of different widths (one narrow and one wide) and we varied the time, relative to reach onset, at which the final target was cued. We explored how visuomotor feedback a r t I C l e S gains, measured via the magnitude of involuntary rapid corrective responses to rapid shifts in the visual position of the hand halfway through the movement, were modulated as a function of uncertainty about target width during the reach. On the majority of trials, the final target was selected before or immediately after the reach was initiated (single-target and early-selection trials), providing participants with full certainty about the final target width very early into the movement. Notably, on the remaining trials, the final target was selected only near the very end of the movement (late-selection trials), after the corrective reflex response under the situation of target uncertainty (that is, when each target was equally likely) had already been probed. We found that the feedback gains for reaches toward multiple competing targets closely resembled an average of the gains on trials in which the final target (narrow or wide) was known very early into the movement (early-selection trials). This was despite the fact that participants, on late-selection trials, could just have easily performed the task by implementing the corrective responses associated with the narrow target, as this default control policy would have always ensured task success (given the overlapping potential targets). Rather, these results are consistent with the notion that, when presented with multiple action options, individuals prepare competing sensorimotor control policies in advance of selecting between them. Thus, our findings suggest that planning under conditions of target uncertainty involves simultaneously representing, for each potential movement, complex movement parameters beyond kinematics alone.
RESULTS
Our task required participants to perform target-directed reaches by moving the handle of a robotic manipulandum (Fig. 1a) that controlled the position of a cursor on a screen to contact one of two potential superimposed targets, one narrow and the other wide, that shared the same centroid. A countdown procedure following target presentation (five auditory beeps, each spaced 600 ms apart) provided the instruction for participants to prepare (beeps 1-3), move (beep 4) and then arrive at the final target (beep 5). Targets were either cued (filled-in) before movement onset (single-target trials) or at two different points (early or late) after the movement had been launched (two-target trials). Notably, on some trials, the visual position of the cursor on the screen was perturbed midway through the movement (under a visual occluder), requiring a rapid corrective response by participants to contact the target (Fig. 1b) . To assess participants' feedback gains in a manner uncontaminated by limb dynamics, we incorporated a force channel on a minority of these trials (Fig. 1c) , which mechanically constrained the handle (and thus the hand) to a direct path between the start location and target 22, 26 . By measuring the corrective forces generated on these channel trials, we were able to probe the visuomotor feedback gains that participants adopted to deal with cases in which the final target was known (in one-target and early-selection two-target trials) versus unknown (in late-selection two-target trials) at the time of the cursor perturbation.
Voluntary corrective responses across one-and two-target trials The cursor paths of a representative participant demonstrate the appropriate corrective responses, on non-channel trials, for cases when the cursor was perturbed to the left or right beneath the occluder (as well as the absence of these corrective responses on trials in which the cursor was not perturbed; Fig. 2a) . These reach paths also show that, as expected, the movement corrections implemented on the narrow target trials are greater than those implemented on the wide target trials, particularly on the single and early target selection trials (see differences in reach traces at the final target locations). This latter observation becomes clearer when examining the reach endpoint distributions across these different target selection conditions (Fig. 2b,c) .
In the single-target trials for this participant, we observed more lateral (x) variation in the reach endpoint distribution for the wide target compared to the narrow target (Fig. 2b) , consistent with previous results 23, 24 . In addition, as the duration of target uncertainty increased (from single to early-selection to late-selection trials), the lateral endpoint variability decreased for the wide target but increased slightly for the narrow target (Fig. 2b) . To quantify lateral endpoint variability, we computed, for each participant, target selection condition and target width, the difference between the mean x endpoint positions for the leftward and rightward cursor jumps. We found a significant effect of target selection condition (single, early and late) Figure 1 Experimental methods. (a) Experimental setup. Participants (N = 8) were seated in a chair and grasped, with their right hand, the handle of a robotic manipulandum (vBOT) that controlled the position of a cursor on a monitor. Visual feedback from the monitor was viewed through a mirror located in the plane of movement that prevented view of the participant's arm. (b,c) Examples of experimental conditions. On a subset of trials, the cursor was visually perturbed (to the left or right; right perturbation shown) exactly halfway through the movement (125 mm), after it passed under an occluder (gray horizontal bar). In the non-channel condition (b), participants had to use the handle to correct the position of the cursor to reach the target. In the force channel condition (c), which constrained the participants movement to a straight ahead path (denoted by dashed black vertical lines), the cursor position automatically jumped back after 250 ms. In b and c, the black and green boxes show the positions of the narrow and wide targets, respectively. Target selection (filling-in) could either occur before movement onset (single-target trials), early in the movement (at 25-mm y position; early-selection trials) or late in the movement (at 225-mm y position; late-selection trials). The average movement durations (across participants and conditions) associated with different epochs of the trial are displayed on the right. Note that the x length of the occluder has been shortened for display purposes. All other dimensions are drawn exactly to scale. npg a r t I C l e S on the mean endpoint positions (F 2, 14 = 88.231, P < 0.0001), as well as a significant effect for target width (narrow and wide; F 1, 7 = 193.482, P < 0.0001). We also found a significant interaction between target width and selection condition on endpoint variability (F 2, 14 = 160.238, P < 0.0001). The difference in variability between the narrow and wide targets was significant for each of the three conditions (Bonferroni corrected t tests; single: t 7 = −19.34, P < 0.0001; early: t 7 = −11.31, P < 0.0001; late: t 7 = −4.31, P = 0.009; Fig. 2c ) even though the difference was substantially smaller in the late-selection trials than in the single and early-selection trials. Likewise, there was a significant effect of selection condition for each target width (Bonferroni corrected ANOVAs; narrow: F 2, 14 = 5.19, P = 0.042; wide: F 2, 14 = 161.9, P < 0.0001). Variability was markedly less in the late-selection condition for the wide target, but slightly greater for the narrow target.
Rapid involuntary corrective responses across one-and two-target trials Consistent with previous work 22, 24 , we found that, when we examined the forces exerted by the handle in channel trials over a 180-230-ms time window following the perturbation, the force in unperturbed trials was near zero, whereas the forces produced in response to the cursor perturbations were in the appropriate direction (that is, counteracting cursor displacement; Fig. 3) . Moreover, we observed that the corrective responses in the single-target and early-selection trials appropriately scaled with target size (that is, larger for narrow targets and smaller for wide targets, see refs. 23, 24) . Consistent with past work 22, 25 , we further found that the forces began showing reliable modulation approximately 150-180 ms after the cursor perturbation onset, validating our use of the 180-230-ms time window for analysis.
To be able to combine force responses in leftward and rightward perturbations trials, we inverted the measured force for the latter so that corrective forces were always positive. To test for effects at the group level, we computed, for each target width and selection condition, the average of each individual's median corrective forces for the −30 (leftward) and +30 mm (rightward) perturbations (Fig. 4a) . To investigate the effects of different aspects of target uncertainty, we carried out two targeted two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs. We first focused on the single-target and early-selection trials to assess the influence of initial target uncertainty (present on early-selection trials, but not single-target trials) under conditions in which participants had ample time to adjust feedback gains before perturbation onset. We then focused on the early-selection and late-selection trials to directly assess the influence of multiple competing targets at the time of the perturbation (present in late-selection trials, but not earlyselection trials) while equating for any residual effects of initial target uncertainly (present in both the late-and early-selection trials).
Single-target versus early-selection conditions A 2 (single-target and early-selection) × 2 (narrow and wide target) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed main effects of selection condition (F 1, 7 = 53.413, P = 0.0002) and target type (F 1, 7 = 70.693, P < 0.0001) on the corrective forces. Notably, however, the interaction between these factors was not significant (F 1, 7 = 2.191, P = 0.182). We followed up the results of this ANOVA using paired sample twotailed t tests. As expected, we found a significant difference in the npg a r t I C l e S corrective forces associated with the narrow and wide targets in both the single-target (t 7 = 7.31, P = 0.0002) and early-selection (t 7 = 6.68, P = 0.0003) conditions (Fig. 4a) .
These results indicate that, although participants maintained the same general sensitivity in their handling of the visual perturbation with regards to narrow versus wide targets, their overall feedback gains were upregulated in early-selection trials compared with singletarget trials (Fig. 4a) . This suggests that the initial target uncertainty present on early-selection trials had a persistent effect on shaping participants' rapid corrective responses, even though there was adequate time between the target cue and visual perturbation (>100 ms) 25 for individuals to adapt their reflex gains (Online Methods).
Early versus late-selection conditions A 2 (early and late-selection) × 2 (narrow and wide target) repeatedmeasures ANOVA did not reveal a main effect of selection condition (F 1, 7 = 3.467, P = 0.105) on corrective force, but did reveal a main effect of target size (narrow or wide; F 1, 7 = 33.768; P = 0.001), as well as a significant interaction (F 1, 7 = 33.285, P = 0.001). This suggests that, although participants displayed sensitivity to target size in their feedback gains on early-selection trials (as noted in the paired sample t tests performed above), this was not the case on the late-selection trials. A paired sample t test between the corrective forces implemented on narrow versus wide targets on late-selection trials confirmed that the forces generated did not show sensitivity to target width (t 7 = −0.61, P = 0.561). This finding is to be expected given that the feedback gains on these late-selection trials were measured in a time window (180-230 ms post-perturbation) before the target had actually been cued.
Averaging of feedback gains in late-selection trials
If participants generated an averaged feedback gain under conditions of target uncertainty, then we would expect the gain in late-selection trials to be intermediate between the gains for the wide and narrow targets in early-selection trials. To test this, we compared, using paired t tests, the average corrective force generated on late-selection trials (that is, the mean of responses to the narrow and wide target, where a difference was neither expected nor observed) with those generated on each of the early-selection trials (that is, for each the narrow and wide target). We chose the early-selection trials as the basis for our comparison given the prominent effect of initial target uncertainty (that is, the overall upregulation of feedback gains) observed for the early-selection compared with single-target selection conditions (noted above). Notably, this analysis showed that the corrective forces produced on the late-selection trials were significantly different from those associated with both the wide (t 7 = 2.62, P = 0.034) and narrow (t 7 = 5.10, P = 0.001) targets on early-selection trials. Thus, the visuomotor feedback gains observed on the late-selection trials, when the final target remains uncertain at the time of perturbation, lie somewhere in between those observed on the early-selection trials, when there is full target certainty at the time of perturbation and ample time to adjust the gains (Fig. 4a) .
In light of previous evidence suggesting that individuals, when presented with multiple competing reach targets and required to act before knowing the final target location, launch initial reaches that correspond to an average of the movement directions toward each target individually 6,7,9,10,27-29 , we further explored whether individuals on the late-selection trials also implement feedback gains that resemble the average of those generated on the early-selection trials. To directly test this idea, we computed for each participant, from the early-selection trials, a 'synthetic' average force-the force that would be expected had participants explicitly averaged across the reflex gains npg a r t I C l e S associated with the narrow and wide potential targets-and then examined how this synthetic average force relates to the mean force (averaged across narrow and wide target trials) implemented on lateselection trials. We derived this synthetic mean force by computing the average of participants' forces on narrow and wide target earlyselection trials. Notably, for the majority of participants, these dataderived synthetic average force values fell along the identity line, and the average absolute deviation from the identity line was smaller for this data-derived force (M = 0.163 N) than for the force generated on either narrow (M = 0.313 N) or wide (M = 0.536 N) targets from the early-selection trials (Fig. 4b) . When considering the signed deviations from the identity line, t tests revealed that only the deviations of the synthetic average force values did not significantly differ from zero (synthetic average: t 7 = 1.862, P = 0.105; narrow: t 7 = −2.621, P = 0.034; wide: t 7 = 5.096, P = 0.001). These findings suggest that, on late-selection trials, participants average across the reflex gains that are separately computed for the narrow and wide targets on earlyselection trials.
Feedback gain averaging occurs at the onset of testing
To what extent was this average feedback gain on late-selection trials something that was implemented immediately at the outset of the experiment and consistently, on a trial-by-trial fashion, rather than something that was gradually learned over the course of testing? When we examined the corrective force as a function of trial block (that is, a binned average of five trials), we found that the gain of the corrective response in late-selection trials was, right from the very beginning of the experiment, consistently intermediate between the gains for the narrow and wide targets in the early-selection trials (Fig. 4c) . This indicates that the averaging of feedback gains was not some strategy that participants learned to implement over the course of the experiment.
DISCUSSION
Here we explored how individuals regulate their visuomotor feedback gains under conditions of target uncertainty. Notably, rather than using changes in task parameters (for example, shifts in target location) to introduce target uncertainty on a trial-by-trial fashion 25, 30 , we instituted this uncertainty by presenting participants with multiple potential targets and manipulating the time at which one was cued. We report two main findings. First, we found that, on trials in which the final target information was not given until very early in the reach (that is, early-selection trials), individuals, despite showing similar target sensitivity to single-target trials, nevertheless exhibited an overall upregulation in their feedback gains. This residual and relatively long-lasting (>100 ms) effect of target uncertainty on reflex gains has not, to our knowledge, been described elsewhere. Second, we found that, on trials in which the final target was selected only after the visual cursor had been perturbed (that is, late-selection trials), individuals exhibited feedback gains that were well approximated by the average of the feedback gains implemented toward each of those targets on the early-selection trials. This finding, in light of previous neural and behavioral evidence showing that individuals prepare multiple competing reach movements 1, 31 and average across their spatial directions when executing movements toward potential targets 6, 9 , suggests that motor averaging may constitute part of a general mechanism that the brain utilizes when dealing with environmental uncertainty.
Residual effects of target uncertainty on feedback gains
Previous studies have shown that the visual presentation of stimuli 32 , as well as visual shifts in background 33, 34 , target location 35, 36 and representation of hand position 37, 38 , elicit rapid motor responses. Notably, corrective movements in response to these visual displacements (for example, changes in the position representation of the hand or target) do not require that participants be consciously aware of such changes 35, 39 . This is consistent with the suggestion that the early components of these visually induced reflexive motor responses rely on involuntary rather than voluntary mechanisms 22, 33, 34, 36 . Despite their involuntary nature, however, previous work has shown npg a r t I C l e S that these rapid corrective responses can be flexibly specified before movement onset, in accordance with task goals [19] [20] [21] [22] , and gradually updated based on the learnt dynamics of an environment 18 . Although few studies to date have examined modulations of these rapid corrective motor responses in the context of a single goal-directed movement, one study 25 found that the CNS can intelligently modify its feedback responses, based on jumps in the location of a reach target, within 100 ms. In light of this evidence, it is notable, although perhaps not surprising, that participants in our early-selection trials (in which the target was cued, on average, 190 ms before the perturbation) were able to appropriately up-or downregulate their feedback gains in accordance with the width of the cued target (to a level of sensitivity observed on single-target trials). What is less clear is why, despite showing this goal-related sensitivity, participants also exhibited an overall upregulation in their reflex gains on these trials. Previous work has suggested that the optimal response to increased uncertainty is to decrease one's feedback gains 30, 40, 41 . However, in these previous studies task uncertainty was introduced through sensory noise (for example, visual uncertainty of hand position or target location), and thus there is no advantage to setting up robust reflexive responses when the location of the target is unknown. Here, we introduced task uncertainty by presenting multiple potential targets of different widths, both of which were fully known in advance of movement 1 . Thus, uncertainty was a result of participants' lack of knowledge about which target would be selected, rather than in the sensory processing of those targets. This is an important distinction, as the optimal setting of feedback gains depends on where the uncertainty exists in a given system 42 . If uncertainty is coupled to the sensory system, then the optimal control policy will be to reduce feedback responses 18 . However, if the uncertainty is coupled to the external world (as in our task), or in one's own model of that world (that is, the internal model), then the optimal response will be to increase the feedback gains of the system 22 (and increase co-contraction, see ref. 43 ) while also reducing the contributions of predictive control 44 . In our experiment, the upregulation of feedback gains on early-selection trials would be consistent with this optimal response. Nevertheless, given previous results 25 , we find it surprising that participants still exhibited heightened reflex gains so late into the movement after target cuing (that is, ~190 ms). This indicates that the uncertainty introduced by multiple competing targets may have a much longer residual effect on the adjustment of reflex gains than has been previously demonstrated.
Evidence for the parallel encoding of competing motor plans Mounting evidence suggests that, in situations affording several possible actions, multiple potential movements are prepared in parallel. Neural recordings from brain areas involved in eye movements 45 , as well as areas involved in arm movements 1, 2 , have shown the simultaneous encoding of multiple competing targets before the decision to make an eye or reach movement, respectively, toward one of those locations. Consistent with these observations, psychophysical studies have shown that, when individuals are required to initiate an eye (for review, see ref. 8) or reach movement 46, 47 before knowing which of several potential targets will be cued, their initial movement vector corresponds to a spatial average of the movements performed toward each target separately. Together, these findings suggest that a basic mechanism by which the brain deals with a dynamic world is to prepare multiple potential actions to available targets, presumably allowing each to be implemented in a moment's notice 3 . If this is the case, however, then beyond merely encoding multiple movement directions, one would predict, given the importance of sensorimotor control policies to skilled motor behavior, that the brain may actually specify, in parallel, the feedback gains associated with each potential movement option. Indeed, according to OFC models 13, 14, 16 , explicit motor planning involves setting higher level goals (for example, get the hand to the target) and specifying the parameters of the feedback controller before each movement. In addition, at the neural level, it is reasonable to assume that preparatory activity in motor areas, given direct spinal projections, encodes all aspects of the planned movement, including feedback gains associated with the control policy 48 .
We found that the visuomotor feedback gains implemented on lateselection trials (when each target still represents a potential reach option) were well approximated by the average of the gains for the narrow and wide targets on early-selection trials. This finding not only provides an extension of the spatial averaging phenomenon described above to the specification of sensorimotor control policies, but, more generally, provides a line of evidence in support for the parallel encoding framework suggested by the affordance competition hypothesis 3 . Specifically, our results are consistent with the idea that the CNS prepares fully elaborated movements, complete with control policies governing feedback gains, for alternative reach options.
Notably, the fact that an intermediate feedback gain was specified in late-selection trials suggests that participants were not overly concerned with maximizing the probability of hitting the target within the specified movement time (that is, based on automatic corrections), in which case they should have always set their gains for the narrow target. It is possible that implementing an intermediate gain will lower the cost of control associated with maintaining a high gain 49 .
Although spatial averaging behavior in go-before-you-know tasks is often taken as evidence that the brain encodes multiple potential movements in parallel 9 , it has recently been suggested that it may instead constitute a deliberative strategy for minimizing movementrelated costs 27 . That is, launching a single movement in the spatially averaged direction of potential targets tends to minimize, on average, the cost of in-flight corrective actions that must be taken when one of the potential targets is cued 29 . It is difficult to imagine how people would similarly 'aim toward' an average feedback gain, given that gains are concerned with the evolution of the movement and are not spatial in nature. It is conceivable that participants indirectly specify an intermediate gain by first constructing an average visual target (with an average width). However, we think this is unlikely, as there is strong evidence that, when required to launch a movement toward two potential targets in different spatial locations, participants do not construct a visually averaged target to aim toward 9 . Furthermore, we found no evidence that intermediate gains result from learning (that is, average gains are seen from the earliest trials), which might be expected if participants developed a deliberate strategy of constructing an average visual target.
Our results are consistent with a recently described model in which an optimal feedback control policy is calculated independently for each potential target and a weighted average of these policies (that is, feedback gains) is computed at each point in time based on the relative desirability of each target 50 . Notably, this model, which predicts averaging of feedback gains, can also account for spatial (that is, trajectory) averaging in go-before-you-know tasks. We submit that our result showing feedback gain averaging, coupled with previous work demonstrating trajectory averaging, provides strong support for the compelling idea that the CNS, under cases of target uncertainty, encodes in parallel multiple motor plans, along with their associated control policies, for competing action options. 
ONLINE METHODS
Participants. Eleven participants (five men and six women aged 18-23) participated in the experiment, with eight being included in data analysis (see participant exclusion criteria below). A target sample size of 10-12 participants was specified in advance based on previous studies in this area and our expectation that, if the main experimental effect was present, it should be observed in almost all participants. All participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were neurologically healthy, and naive to the purpose of the study. They were compensated for their time with a cash payment of $20-32 (see below). The study was conducted with an experimental protocol approved by Queen's University Research Ethics Board, which adhered to the principles of the Canadian Tri-council Policy Statement on Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Humans and the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki (1964). experimental apparatus. Participants were seated in a chair and used their right hand to grasp the handle of a robotic manipulandum (vBOT 51 ) that could move freely in a horizontal plane (Fig. 1a) . The robot measured the position of the handle and could apply forces to the hand via the handle. Participants were instructed to place their left hand comfortably in their lap. Targets and a cursor representing the position of the handle were displayed on a horizontal computer monitor located above the robot. The participant viewed these stimuli through a mirror located halfway between the monitor and handle, such that the stimuli appeared in the horizontal plane of the handle. The mirror prevented direct visual feedback of the participant's arm and the handle of the manipulandum. The position of the handle was calculated using joint position sensors on the vBOT, which were sampled at 1 kHz. experimental design. Using the robotic handle to control the cursor, participants placed the cursor over a start location (both of which were represented as 1 cm diameter circles) positioned ~20 cm in front of their chest. Two potential, superimposed targets were located 25 cm directly in front of the start location: a narrow 2 cm × 2 cm outlined square or a wide 8 cm × 2 cm outlined rectangle (Fig. 1b) . A 30 cm × 5 cm visual occluder (colored gray) was located midway between the start position and targets. On all trials, the cursor passed behind the occluder, emerging at the exact midpoint of the target distance (12.5 cm from the start position). On cursor jump trials, the cursor exited the occluder displaced by 3 cm to the left or right (±x direction) of the hands position. We chose to perturb the cursor at the mid-point of target distance because it has been previously shown that participants' reflex gains elicit the highest sensitivity at this point in the movement 25 . Also, given that visuomotor gains are modulated as a function of distance to the target 25, 52 , the common perturbation point allowed for a direct comparison of the corrective responses across the different experimental conditions. target selection. Our experiment consisted of both one-and two-target trials. In the one-target trials, only one of the two potential targets appeared at the beginning of each trial and appeared filled-in. In the two-target trials, both potential targets appeared at the beginning of the trial and were initially displayed as an outlined (unfilled) square and rectangle (superimposed) with a border thickness of 3 mm. On early-selection trials, once the hand cursor reached 2.5 cm of target distance, one of the two targets filled in as the other simultaneously disappeared. On late-selection trials, the sequence of events was identical with the exception that the target was only filled in once the cursor had reached 22.5 cm of target distance. Thus, when the cursor was perturbed (at 12.5-cm distance to target) on these late-selection trials, participants could correct for the cursor perturbation before actually knowing which target would be eventually cued. Critically, on both early and late-selection trials, each target had an equal likelihood of being cued.
Force channel and non-channel trials. On the majority of trials, the motion of the vBOT handle, and thus the cursor on the screen, was entirely controlled by the participant. Thus, on trials in which the cursor was perturbed, in order for the participant to reach the target, they needed to implement corrective responses by moving the handle (Fig. 1b) . To clearly assess participants' reflex gains, we also, on a minority of trials, incorporated a force channel, which has been used in previous research to examine corrective actions uncontaminated by limb dynamics (for example, see refs. 22,25,26). The force channel was used to mechanically constrain the handle (and thus the participant's hand) to the direct path between the start location and the target. The two 'walls' of the channel were simulated as stiff damped springs (with a stiffness of 4,000 N m −1 and a viscosity of 80 N m −1 s −1 ) that prevented the handle from moving laterally (Fig. 1c) . The force applied by the robot in order to keep the hand mechanically constrained in the channel, which is equal and opposite the lateral force that the participant applies to the wall of the channel in response to a cursor perturbation, provides a direct read-out of the visuomotor feedback gain that is uncontaminated by lateral motion of the hand. In force channel trials with a cursor perturbation (Fig. 1c) , the cursor remained offset (after emerging from the occluder) for 250 ms and then automatically returned to its midline position, allowing participants to successfully complete the task. The time of 250 ms was chosen on the basis of previous work 25 , and allowed us an adequate time window in which to measure the automatic reflex response to the perturbation. Whereas the vast majority of participants, at postexperiment debriefing, seemed to have no explicit knowledge that the cursor correction (at 250 ms after perturbation) was not driven by their own movement, all participants appeared to be unaware that their hand movement path had in fact been constrained (to a straight-ahead movement) on that subset of trials. This is consistent with previous work that has used channel trials to explore feedback gain modulation 22, 25 and force-field adaptation 26 , and may also reflect the fact that our force channel cursor perturbation trials occurred relatively infrequently during testing (for details, see below). experimental timing. Once the cursor was positioned over the start location for 200 ms, a progression of five beeps, each spaced 600 ms apart, were played. Participants were instructed to leave the start position on the fourth beep and arrive at the target on the fifth beep. If the reach was initiated too quickly (>200 ms before the fourth beep) or too slowly (>200 ms after the fourth beep), participants, upon completion of the trial, were given the text feedback "Too Early" or "Too Late", respectively, on the screen. If the total movement duration (time from start position to target) was greater than 800 ms, participants were given the text feedback "Too Slow" following the trial. If the total movement duration was less than 400 ms, participants were given the text feedback "Too Fast" following the trial. On trials in which participants did not commit these timing errors, and depending on whether participants hit or missed the target (the criterion for a hit being whether the pixels of the cursor overlapped with the pixels of the target), the text feedback "Good" or "Miss", respectively, was displayed following the trial. This feedback, in addition to encouraging similar accuracy demands across participants, encouraged consistent timing across trials. For instance, the amount of time it took (in channel trials) for participants to move, in the direction of the target, from 0 to 25 mm (that is, from the start position to the point where the early target selection occurred), from 25 to 125 mm (the point where the perturbation occurred), from 125 to 240 mm (the front edge of the target) and from 225 to 240 mm (from the point where the late target selection occurred to the front edge of the target) were as follows (range of the lowest-to-highest and average movement duration, based on participant medians): 0 to 25 mm: 136-143 ms, M = 139 ms; 25 to 125 mm: 186-192 ms, M = 190 ms; 125 to 240 mm: 260-275 ms, M = 269 ms; 225 to 240 mm: 55-62 ms, M = 60 ms). When adding each of the first three mean times together, we obtained a 598-ms movement time, only 2 ms less than 600 ms, the time interval between the fourth and fifth beeps (the first providing the cue for participants to move and the latter providing the desired target contact time).
Given the finding from a previous study 25 that individuals can reliably update their reflex gains within 100 ms, this consistency in the experimental timing of our task is important in several ways. First, it allowed participants, on early-selection trials, adequate time (mean of 190 ms) between target cuing (at 25 mm of reach distance) and cursor perturbation (at 125 mm of reach distance) to reliably update their visuomotor feedback gains in accordance with the cued target size. Second, given that the average duration between the time of cursor perturbation and late target selection is approximately 210 ms (that is, 269 ms minus 60 ms), it is highly unlikely that the visual perturbation-induced corrective responses measured on these two-target trials (at 180-230 ms post perturbation onset) is contaminated by any of the subsequent (voluntary) corrective responses associated with target cuing that occurs later on during the movement (which would require, at minimum, an additional ~100 ms to be implemented, that is, 310 ms). Third, the time between target cuing and target contact on the late-selection trials (mean of 60 ms) also makes it highly unlikely that participants could have deliberately npg adjusted their reflex gains in accordance with the cued target size, even if they wished to do so.
All participants were paid $20 for participation and, in addition, earned $0.01 for every "Good" trial, allowing them to earn $20-32 based on their performance. The person with the highest number of "Good" trials also won a gift card to a popular local restaurant. experimental conditions. We had four general experimental conditions, based on whether the force channel was present or absent and whether the cursor was perturbed or unperturbed. The entire experiment contained 1,200 trials in total and was presented in five blocks of 240 trials each, with each experimental block having the same proportions of experimental conditions. The trials in each block were fully randomized. For non-channel and non-perturbation trials, participants performed 60 trials for each of the one-target and two-target early and late-selection conditions (30 for each target size; 180 trials total); for non-channel and perturbation trials, participants performed 240 trials for each of the three target selection conditions (120 for each combination of target size and selection condition; 720 trials total); for channel and non-perturbation trials, participants performed 20 trials for each of the three target selection conditions (10 for each target size; 60 trials total); and lastly, for the key channel and perturbation trials, participants performed 80 trials for each of the three target selection conditions (40 for each target size; 240 trials total). Experimental testing was completed over two days. On day 1, participants performed 75 practice trials, in order to familiarize themselves with the task, and experimental blocks 1 and 2. On day 2, they performed experimental blocks 3-5. Testing on each day lasted approximately 1.5 h. data analysis. To measure participant feedback gains, we used the forces generated by the hand on channel trials. Participants were included for analysis only if the data on their single-target channel trials met the following three basic criteria: (1) they exhibited less median force on the channel in non-perturbation than perturbation trials, and, (2) their median direction of corrective force counteracted the cursor perturbation, and (3) they exhibited stronger force responses for narrow than wide targets. Three of 11 participants (one women and two men) did not meet these basic criteria and were excluded from further analysis. Two of these participants were excluded for not meeting the third criterion (that is, exhibiting stronger force responses for narrow targets than for wide targets on single-target trials) and the remaining participant was excluded for not meeting the second criterion (that is, their corrective force did not counteract the cursor perturbation direction on single-target trials).
To calculate each participant's visuomotor feedback gains, we computed, for each channel trial, the mean force exhibited over the time window of 180-230 ms after perturbation onset (in line with refs. 22,25)-a time window over which corrective responses are thought to be uncontaminated by voluntary responses 22 . Then, for each participant and for each of the 18 experimental conditions [target type (2; narrow or wide) × selection condition (3; single, early, or late) × perturbation direction (3; −30 mm, 0, +30 mm], the median of these mean forces was computed. We used participant medians rather than means to guard against outliers. Next, to derive participant force measures that are independent of the direction of cursor perturbation, for each participant we computed corrective median forces by multiplying participants' median force responses to the +30-mm perturbation by −1, and then averaging them across the corresponding median force responses for the −30-mm perturbation.
To obtain a measure of participant's movement endpoints, we computed the x and y position of the participant's hand on non-channel trials once their velocity slowed to 20 mm s −1 . Mean x and y values (in mm) were then calculated for endpoints corresponding to the leftward (−x) and rightward (+x) perturbations for each participant over the three selection conditions and two target types. The mean difference in the lateral plane was then calculated (+x − −x) so as to provide an approximation of the overall width of the endpoint distribution and thus a measure of the amount of correction implemented on non-channel trials. statistical analysis. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample sizes, but our sample sizes are similar to those reported in previous publications [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . Data distribution was assumed to be normal, but this was not formally tested. Significance level was set at P < 0.05 and all data are reported as mean ± s.e.m. across subjects.
A supplementary methods checklist is available.
